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Grade 2

1

Music Magic--Second Grade
Lesson 1:  Back to School

Focus:  Students will enter marching to the teacher's steady beat on a drum.  Discuss 
        "steady beat."  Have students sit and find their pulse and count it for 15 seconds.

Rhythm drill:  Students will march across the quarter notes on Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music 
        Carpet, counting "ta" as they march.

Solfege drill:  Review So and Mi.  Students hop downward on the solfege hopscotch 
        thinking all of the notes, but singing only the S-M.

Song:  Back to School    

Procedure:  Teacher sings the song with handsigns, one line at a time..  Students echo.
            Song is performed "round robin" in this form:
                                    
                                    A:  Everyone sings the song.
                                    B:  First child sings, "I brought my (pencil)," filling in the blank 
                                        with his own idea.
                                          Class echoes, "(Suzy) brought her (pencil)."
                                    A:  Everyone sings the song.
                                    B':  Second child sings, "I brought my (backpack)."
                                          Class echoes, "(Jimmy) brought his (backpack)."
                                          First child sings, "I brought my (pencil)."
                                          Class echoes, "(Suzy) brought her (pencil)."
                                    A:  Everyone sings the song.
                                          Third child sings, "I brought my (lunch)."
                                          Class echoes, "(Lucy) brought her (lunch)."
                                          Second child sings, "I brought my (backpack)."
                                          Class echoes, "(Jimmy) brought his (backpack)."
                                          First child sings, "I brought my (pencil)."
                                          Class echoes, "(Suzy) brought her (pencil)."
                            .... and so forth around the circle.

A:

All:

Solo:                                                            All:

B:

B'':

Variation 1:  Sing around the circle the second time.  This time without the solos.  The 
            class will have to remember everything each child brought. 

Variation 2:  Sing again.  This time each child will sing individually, but they will sing 
            the name and item of the student before them.  For example:
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A:

Johnny:

Hannah:

Jerell:

Et cetera around the circle.  Teacher helps those who cannot remember.

Movement:  Students sit in a circle Indian style.  
            A Section:  Students touch the floor right with both hands; touch floor left
                               with both hands, then clap twice.  Repeat.
            B Section:  Students sit with hands palms up on their knees and bounce them
                               on the beat.
                               Solo singer claps the left hand of the next person to his right 
                               with his right hand for times (ta-ta-ta-ta) while singing.  
                               The next student does the same, and so forth, until it is time for
                                the A Section again.

For example:      A:  All sing; all touch right with both hands; left with both hands, and 
                                 clap twice.  Repeat.
                           B:  All bounce hands on knees, palms up while solos are singing.
                                 Suzy claps her right hand with Cindy's upturned left hand while singing.
                           A:  All sing; all touch right with both hands; left with both hands, and 
                                clap twice.  Repeat
                           B':  All bounce hands on knees, palms up while solos are singing.
                                 Johnny claps his right hand with Suzy's upturned left hand while singing.
                                 Suzy claps her right hand with Cindy's upturned left hand while singing.
                           A:  All sing; all touch right with both hands; left with both hands, and 
                                clap twice.  Repeat
                          B'':  All bounce hands on knees, palms up while solos are singing.
                                 Hannah claps right hand with Johnny's upturned left hand while singing.
                                 Johnny claps right hand with Suzy's upturned left hand while singing.
                                 Suzy claps right hand with Cindy's upturned left hand while singing.            

See diagram on next page.

Accompaniment:  Teacher plays broken fifth bordun accompaniment on BX.  Then 
            allows students to accompany.  
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Music Magic--Second Grade
Lesson 2:  See-Saw

1

Focus:  Students enter room marching as teacher plays "high" and "low" drums.  Students
            are instructed to march "high" (as tall as they can get) for the high drums, and "low"
            (as short as they can get) for the low drum.  Teacher beats patterns of 16 beats; then
            8 beats; then four beats. 

Greeting song:  Group and individual.  Instead of singing the greeting, students echo by
            clapping out the rhythm of their responses.

Rhythm drill:  To the teacher's steady drumbeat, students will step out quarter notes and 
            eighth notes.  Students will step twice as fast with small quick steps for the eighth
            notes.

Solfege drill:  Students will hop the solfege hopscotch on Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music 
            Carpet, while the class sings only the descending notes "So-Mi."  Then the students 
            will line up in the opposite direction and hopscotch while class sings only the notes 
            "Mi-So."  Then they find their seats.

See-SawA:

AX

B:

Procedure:  The students derive the rhythm from the words.  
            --Teacher says the words;students tap them in their palms.  
            --Teacher reviews "Ti-ti" and "Ta."  Students read the rhythms of the song.
            --Students echo and sign the melody on solfege.   
            --Students sing the song.

                            A--Sing song                                                        
                            B--Do a "see-saw" dance while teacher plays "See-Saw" on glock                                   
                            C--Sing and dance

    Accompaniment:  Teacher has students patsch the accompaniment rhythm 
            Left-right-left-right (quarter notes)

Focus song:



Grade 2

Creativity:  Students will "write" 4-beat rhythms using Dr. Patti's Reproducible Rhythm 
            cards, quarter and eighth notes only.  Students will read them 4 at a time, round the
            circle, interspersed with the "See-Saw" song.  

Closing:  Students keep a steady beat by tapping fingertips on knees.  
            Teacher sings. "What did you learn today"?  (S mm ss M)
            Students respond, "Here's what I learned today."  (S mm ss M)  Then four people 
            at a time will respond around the circle.  Teacher sings again, four more people 
            respond, etc.  

Materials needed:  Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music Carpet
                               Dr. Patti's Reproducible Rhythm Cards
                               Orff Instruments

            Selected students will "play" the song on the staff, on the hopscotch and on the 
            keyboard of "Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music Carpet.

            Students will "play" the song on cardboard xylophones.  When they can "play"
            it accurately, they may transfer to a xylophone, metallophone, or other keyboard
            instrument, set up without "Fs."
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Grade 2

Music Magic--Second Grade
Lesson 3:  Birthday Rondo  (ABACADA)

1

Focus:  Students will enter and hopscotch individually up on the solfege hopscotch on 
            Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music Carpet and sing only the Mi - So.  Then they will find
            their places.

Rhythm drill:  Echo-clap.  Teacher will clap rhythm patterns using quarter notes and 
            eighth notes.  Students will echo, first with clapping, then with creative body 
            percussion.            

Form:  Teacher will discuss Rondo form.
            Perform the Birthday rondo in spoken form.
            Discuss the rhythm of each section.  (Section D has an anacrusis.)

Song:  Birthday Rondo    

A:

All:

B:

 C:

D:

Orff Accompaniment:  

AM

BM

AX

B, C, D:

A section:
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Variation 2:  With percussion instruments.  Sing again.  This time each child will not sing
             their birth months, but play their instruments to the rhythm of their month's name.

Instruments:  The students "play" the song patsching on their thighs. 
                            Right thigh = So; Left thigh = Mi
            Teacher selects students who "get it" to play on keyboard instruments.  (If you don't
            have Orff instruments, they can play--several at a time--on a piano.)

Variation 3:  Perform the rondo instrumentally only.            
                A:  Song performed on keyboard instruments
                B:  Performed on "shakers"
                A:  Song performed on keyboard instruments
                C:  Performed on "beaters"
                A:  Song performed on keyboard instruments
                D:  Performed on "scrapers"
                A:  Song performed on keyboard instruments

Variation 1:  Students sit around the circle.  Song is performed rondo, as above, but 
        instead of jumping into the circle for their birth month, only the students who have
        a birthday in a certain month will sing that month.

Procedure:  Teacher sings the song with handsigns, one line at a time..  Students echo.
            Students stand on the white oval on the carpet.  When their birth month is sung
            they hop into the middle of the circle.  Sing the song again, and when their birth
            month is sung, they hop back out.
                                    
                                    A:  All sing the song.
                                    B:  "January, February, March, April, May."
                                    A:  Everyone sings the song.
                                    C:  "June, July, August, September."
                                    A:  Everyone sings the song.
                                    D:  "October, November, December."
                                    A:  All sing the song.

Closing:  Students line up by birth month while singing the song.

Materials needed:  Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music Carpet
            Percussion instruments (commercial or homemade or improvised) for all students.

2
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Music Magic--Second Grade
Lesson 4:  Snail, Snail

1

Focus:  Students will enter marching around the outside of Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music 
            Carpet on with a steady beat to John Phillip Sousa's "Stars and Stripes Forever."

Rhythm drill:  To the teacher's steady drumbeat, students will step out quarter notes and 
            eighth notes on Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music Carpet.  Half of the class will start with 
            the quarter notes; half with the eighth notes.  When they finish, they will march to
            the other side and step out the other notes.  Continue in this large circle until all
            students have stepped the quarter and eighth notes a couple of times.

Solfege drill:  Students will hop the solfege hopscotch on Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music 
            Carpet, while the class sings only the descending notes "So-Mi."  Then the students 
            will line up in the opposite direction and hopscotch while class sings only the notes 
            "Mi-So." 

Song:  Snail, Snail
A:

Orff:

BM

A:

B:

AX

B:

Procedure:  The students derive the rhythm from the words.  
            --Teacher says the words;students tap them in their palms.  
            --Teacher introduces "Ti-ti" and "Ta."  Students read the rhythms of the song.
            --Students echo and sign the melody on solfege.   
            --Stuents sing the song.

    Accompaniment:  Teacher has students patsch the accompaniment rhythm 
            --A Section:  left-right-left-right (quarter notes)
            --B Section:  left-right-left crossover-right, left-right-left crossover-right 
                (eighth notes)
    Teacher selects students for accompaniment.  Sing song 2 times through with 
            accompaniment.



Grade 2

Movement:  Students will alternate singing solfege and words while doing a spiral dance.

Extension:
Creativity:  Students will work in small groups and use 4 cards with the song's notation 
            and put them in various orders then create a rondo (A, B, A, C, A...)

Closing:  Students will turn to a "neighbor" and speak the rhythm and sing the solfege of 
            the focus song to each other.







Snail, snail, snail, snail,

Round and round and round and round

Snai  Snail, l
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Music Magic--Second Grade
Lesson 5:  Acka Backa

1

Focus:  Students will enter marching with a steady beat to John Phillip Sousa's "Stars and 
            Stripes Forever."  Discuss the "march" genre and band music.  
            Featured instruments:  trombone and piccolo.

Rhythm drill:  Introduce quarter rest.  Use large rest cutout and hold over students' heads
            one at a time and tell them, "You are under a rest."

            Review the symbol and function of a quarter rest. Place one quarter rest 
            cut-out  between 2 quarter notes on the rug, all speak and clap the rhythm created. 
            Move quarter rest and repeat. Add up to 3 more quarter rests and repeat. 

            Variation:  Cover some quarter notes on the carpet with rests, randomly.  Ask for 
            volunteers to step them out.

Song:  Acka Backa
      Form:  ABACA:

Orff:

BM

AM

B:

SM

Percussion:     "Acka" -- Low hand drum
    "Backa" -- High hand drum
    "Soda cracka" -- Woodblock
    On the rest after "Boo"-- Cymbal
    "Out goes"-- High hand drum
    "You" -- Low hand drum
    On rest after "you"--  All percussion

A: C: *

________________________
* If  "Do" is a new note for your students, show them the handsign and sing "Do" for them.  "Do"
will be discussed in more detail in later chapters.



Grade 2

Movement:  Students sit in circle and sing song.  One student is "it" stands in the middle 
    of the circle, pointing from student to student on the beat.  On "out goes you," the student 
    indicated becomes "it," and the "pointer"goes and plays the accompaniment.  The student
    whose place is taken on the accompaniment part joins the circle.

Creativity:  Divide into trio or quartet groupings, give each group a set of Rhythm
        cards.  They must first arrange the notes to match the focus song, then 
        experiment with the extra quarter rests by replacing selected beats and singing 
        the new arrangement.

Closing:  Each group will share one of its extra quarter rests arrangements.

Procedure:  The students derive the rhythm from the words.  
            --Teacher says the words;students tap them in their palms.
            --Students determine form from the rhythm (ABAC).  
            --Students echo and sign the melody on solfege.   
            --Students sing the song.

Accompaniment:   Metallophones bounce their mallets to their sides in the air on the rests.  
    Unpitched percussion "plays" the words.

Materials needed:  Recording of "Stars and Stripes Forever"
                              Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music Carpet
                              Large "rest"cutouts 
                              Rhythm cards* with individual notes on them
 

________________________
*  Rhythm cards may be printed and laminated from Dr. Patti's Reproducible Rhythm cards.
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Music Magic--Second Grade
Lesson 6:  Bickle, Bockle

1

Focus:  Students will enter marching to Beethoven's "Turkish March."  Students will  
            march backwards when the B section begins.  On the coda, all will turn in circles.

Rhythm drill:  Students will march across the quarter notes and eighth notes on Dr. Patti's
            Marvelous Music Carpet.  Quarter rests may be placed at random on either side.

Solfege drill:  Students hop downward on the solfege hopscotch thinking all of the notes, 
            but singing only S-M-D.

Song: Bickle Bockle
      Form:  ABA'C

A: B:

        Solfege Rhyme    

A': C:

*

(Whispered)  But la is always the opposite. 

            Review Do (hand sign, pitch and staff placement in relation to So and Mi).  Students speak
            the rhythm then tap it in their palms.  Sing solfege until secure, then add lyrics.
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Grade 2

Movement:  An odd number of students sit inside the white circle on Dr. Patti's Marvelous 
            Music Carpet.  Students walk around randomly in the circle while singing the song. 
            On the last word, students choose the person who is standing the closest. Whoever is 
            left without a partner is "out" and gets to choose another person to go "out" also. Play 
            continues until there is one person left.  Option:those who are "out" go play accomp-
            animent instruments, or pick up unpitched percussion and play the rhythm.
  
Creativity:  Divide into trio or quarter groupings to add pitch (DMSL) to a given poem, such 
            as:                     Catfish, tuna fish, goldfish, shark,
                                      Never swim after dark.  
            Use pitch dice.

Closing:  Teacher will demonstrate focus for next lesson: playing bordun accompaniment 
            on barred instruments, while students improvise on So, Mi, and Do

Procedure:  The students derive the rhythm from the words.  
            --Teacher says the words;students tap them in their palms.
            --Students determine form from the rhythm (ABA'C).  
                (Ask if the third phrase is exactly like the first.  It is not.  Thus, we call it A' 
                (A-prime).
            --Students echo and sign the melody on solfege.   
            --Students sing the song.

Accompaniment:   Keyboard instruments bounce their mallets to their sides in the air on
    the rests.  
    Unpitched percussion:  "Won't you pick me?"  
        Woodblock "Won't you"
        Hand drum "pick"
        Rachet "me"

Perform with 2-measure introduction with the keyboards and a 2- measure interlude by 
unpitched percussion.

Materials needed:  Recording of Beethoven's "Turkish March and "Stars and Stripes Forever"
                              Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music Carpet
                              Pitch dice
    
 

Slide whistle
v

Orff:

Rachet or guiro
Woodblock
Hand drum

 BX

SM
AM
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Music Magic--Second Grade
Lesson 7:  "Peter and the Wolf"

Focus:  Students enter to Prokofiev's "Peter and the Wolf" without narration.
            http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0013AWGWG/ref=mu_dm_alb_dp
            Students move creatively as the music guides them.

Procedure:  Teacher passes out character puppets and instructs students to lay them
            out in front of them, face up.
            Teacher introduces each character of the story using the pictures in the "Peter and
            the Wolf" game, or with the computer pictures.

            Teacher plays the recording of "Peter and the Wolf" (with dialog).  Students listen
            and "dance" their puppets as each character/theme comes into the story.

            Second listening:  Students listen again, this time without the narration.  Students
            "dance" their puppets according to the part they are hearing.

Movement/Game:  "We are dancing in the forest" song/game.

Closing:  Students line up dancing "in character" to the unnarrated "Peter and the Wolf."
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Music Magic--Second Grade
Lesson 8:  We Are Dancing in the Forest

Focus:  Students enter to Prokofiev's "Peter and the Wolf" without lyrics.  
            http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0013AWGWG/ref=mu_dm_alb_dp
            Students move creatively as the music guides them.

Solfege drill:  Teacher signs each phrase of the song wthout singing.  Students sing while
            signing.

Rhythm drill:  Teacher says the word to the song; students echo by tapping in their hands.
            Students decide which phrase matches the ones given.  

Form:  What is the form of our new song?  ABAB

Orff:

Hand drum
Woodblock

Cowbell Finger Cymbals

SM

BX

Accompaniment:  Keyboard accompanists bounce their mallets in the air on the 
                rests.

Song:  We Are Dancing in the Forest
Form:  ABAB

          
          
          
          

          

("Dancing in the for- est,   dancing in the woods")

    This book will present two versions of this singing game:  The more sedate version,
 for use in indoor or small areas, and the active version, for large play areas or outdoors.
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Active version:  All unpitched instruments play, "Wolf, what are you doing?"  Forte.

Movement/Game:  Sedate version:
            One student is the "wolf" and stands in and faces a corner of the room. The rest of 
            the class dances around to the steady beat while singing the song. On the last word, 
            students freeze and the wolf turns around. The wolf walks around frozen students 
            while singing the song, any one who moves, the wolf can tell them to sit down.  
            When wolf finishes the song, the wolf picks a student who is still standing to be the 
            new wolf.

            Active version:
            One student is the "wolf" and sits in the middle of the circle, eyes closed.  
            Remaining students dance around the wolkf while singing the song.  After the song
            is finished, the wolf remains sitting with eyes closed.

                        Dancers:  "Wolf, what are you doing?
                        Wolf:  (Random answers, such as "Taking a nap"; "Tying my shoes," etc.)
                        Dancers:  "Wolf, what are you doing?
                        Wolf may give as many random answers as (s)he desires.
                        Dancers:  "Wolf, what are you doing?
                        Wolf:  "Sharpening my teeth!"  
            
            At this answer the wolf jumps up and chases the dancers around until he catches one.
            The wolf joins the dancers and the student who was caught becomes the new wolf.
            

Accompaniment--game section

AX

BX

Instrumental performance--Students "play" the song on the carpet solfege hopscotch.
            Then they sing as teacher steps on lines or spaces according to the notes of the 
            song.  Teacher asks for volunteers to "play" the song on the carpet keyboard, 
            reminding them that we have to skip a note when going from So to Mi.

            Students "play" the song on their bodies:  
                                                    So = Touch shoulders
                                                    La = Touch head
                                                    Mi = Touch thighs
            
            Students "play" the song on cardstock keyboards with their fingers.  When a 
            student "plays" it accurately, (s)he may go to a keyboard instrument and play the
            song.  Teacher adds students to the keyboards until as many as possible are playing
            on the keyboards (including the piano).



Grade 2
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Creative movement--Working in small groups (for example, red team, blue team, yellow
            team, green team; or quarter note team, eighth note team, half note team,whole note
            team--from carpet places) students create their own singing game for the song.

Closing:  What will you tell your parents you learned in music class today?  
            Students "dance" to line up to the instrumental version of "Peter and the Wolf."

Materials needed:  Non-lyric recording of "Peter and the Wolf"    
            Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music Carpet
            Keyboard and unpitched percussion instruments
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Music Magic--Second Grade
Lesson 9:  Carpet colors

Focus:  Students will march across and step out the quarter notes and eighth notes on Dr. 
            Patti's Marvelous Music Carpet.  Quarter rests may be placed at random on either 
            side.

Solfege drill:  Students hop downward on the solfege hopscotch thinking all of the notes, 
            but singing only S-M-D.

Rhythm drill:  Teacher begins by saying the words of the song.  Students echo each line;
            tap the rhythm of the words in their hands, and determine the form of the rhythm.

            Teacher randomly replaces a beat of the phrase with a quarter rest.  Students echo.

Orff:

Hand drum
Woodblock

Rachet or Guiro Finger Cymbals

SM

BX

Accompaniment:  Keyboard accompanists learn their part with the words, "Yellow,
            red, yellow red."  BX plays on "yellow"; AM plays on"red."
            Unpitched percussion:  "Red, red, yellow, yellow, 
                                                   Green, blue, green blue."

                    Hand drum:  "Red";  Guiro:  "Red"'; Woodblock:  "Yellow, yellow."
                    Hand drum:  "Green"; Guiro:  "Blue; 
                    Woodblock:  "Green";  Finger Cymbals, "Blue."

Song:  Carpet Colors
      Form:  ABAC
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Materials needed:  Spinner
            Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music Carpet
            Percussion instruments
    
 

Procedure:  Teacher signs the first measure.  Students sign and sing.
            The first measure is "A."
            Teacher signs the second measure; asks students if it is the same or
            different.  "It is different, so we are going to call it what?"  "B"
            Teacher signs the third measure.  Students discover it is the same as
            the first measure, "A."  
            "What are we going to call the last phrase?"  "C."
            "What is the form of the song?"  "ABAC."

Movement/Game:  Students sing the song while marching on the colored squares of the 
            carpet.  When the song is finished, students stop on a square.  Teacher (or student) 
            spins the spinner.  The students standing on the color selected when the spinner 
            stops are "out."  They chant the rhyme for their color twice, then go and find 
            percussion instruments.  They sit inside the circle and play the rhythm of their 
            rhyme while the song and game continues until all students are "out" or until it is
            time to move on to another activity.

Red, red!  Go ahead!
Yellow, yellow!  What a fellow!
Green, green!  That's what I mean!
Blue, blue!  Thank you!

Closing:  What will you tell your parents you learned in music class today?  
            Students stand on the colored squares again and line up using the spinner to 
            determine who lines up first.  

Students will match the rhymes, above, with their rhythms.
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Music Magic--Second Grade
Lesson 10:  Chickens

Focus:  Students enter to "Hens and Roosters" from Saint-Saens' Carnival of the Animals.  
            They do creative movement to their places.

            Teacher asks:  "What do you hear?"
            Teacher:  "What instrument do you hear?"  
            Teacher:  "Describe the music:  High or low?  Loud or soft?  Fast or slow?"
                    (Allegro, moderato, adagio)

Rhythm drill:  Rhythm writing:  Teacher says words.  Students tap them into their hands.
            Then they decide which line from the projected student book matches the words.

            Rhythmic speech:  Poem

Song:  C'e una Cocca Nera?
Form:  AA'B

            
            

            

Hickety, pickety, my black hen,
She lays eggs for gentlemen;
Gentlemen come every day
To see what my black hen doth lay.
Sometimes nine and sometimes ten.
Hickety, pickety, my black hen.

Sing:  Sing and play game:

Accompaniment:  A and B Sections--Basic broken fifth bordun as with "Bluebird.
                               C section--Improvisation on Orff instruments set up with G pentatonic    

Movement/game:  Students sit in circle and sing the song.  One student is "it."  On the last
            phrase, "it" picks the "most beautiful."  Then there are two "its."  They each pick the
            "most beautiful," etc.  

Creative movement:  In teams, students make up their own game.
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Multicutural Extension:  (Rote song)  Mexican folk-song, Los Pollitos  

Los Pollitos

La gallina busca
El maiz y el trigo
Les da la comida
Y les presta abrigo

Bajo sus dos alas
Acurrucaditos
Hasta el otro dia
Duerman los pollitos

La gallina dice
Cloc, cloc, cloc
Cuando canta el gallo
Cuando sale el sol

Lah gan-yeen-ah boos-kah
El mize ee ehl tree-go
Les dah lah koh-mee-dah
Ee les preh-sta a-breeg-o

Bah-ho soos dohs ahl-ahs
Ah-koo-roo-kah-dee-tohs
Ah-stah ehl oh-troh dee-ah
Dwehr-mahn lohs poh-yee-tohs

Lah gah-yee-nah dee-seh
Clohk, clohk, clohk,
Kwahn-doh kahn-tah ehl gah-yoh
Kwahn-doh sah-leh ehl sohl

More verses: Pronunciation

Translation:  The Little Chicks

The little chicks say, "Peep, peep, peep,"
When they’re hungry and when they are cold.

The hen looks for corn and wheat.
She feeds them and keep them warm.

Orff:

BX
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SG

WB

Mar
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Under her two wings, she cuddles them.
The chicks sleep until the next day.

The hen says, "Cluck, cluck, cluck,"
When the rooster sings; when the sun comes out.

Procedure:  Teacher asks students to LOOK at the song.  Do they see any phrases 
            (measures) that are the same?  What is the form?  ABBC  

            Teacher sings one phrase; students echo.  
            Teacher sings two phrases; students echo, etc.

            Teacher may choose to teach more verses, or save for another day.

Movement/Game:  Students hold hands in circle.
                                A:  Walk four steps to the beat around the circle.
                                B:  Walk four steps to center ofcircle, raising hands.
                                B:  Walk four steps back, lowering hands.  
                                C:  Drop hands and turn around in place.
            Repeat as often as song is repeated.  (3 times recommended.

Closing:  "Turn to your neighbor and tell themwhat you learned in music class today."
            Line up singing "Los Pollitos." 
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Music Magic--Second Grade
Lesson 11:  Ghost of John

Focus:  Students get rhythm sticks as they enter room.  They tap out the steasdy beat.
            Teacher asks, "What happened in the piece?"  (It got faster and 
            louder.  Accelerando and crescendo.)

            Students listen again.  This time they tap out the rhythm of the main theme.  

        On the half note they shake their sticks in the air and say, "YAY!"

        Coda:  Improvisation (AKA, mass chaos.)

Rhythm drill:  Students decide which lines of rhythm are used in "In the Hall of the
        Mountain King."

           Studen
            
            
            
            

            

Solfege drill:  Focus on La
            Teacher steps on the solfege hopscotch on "So, Mi, and La" in various patterns, 
                always ending on "La."  Students sing as the teacher steps.  

            Teacher then moves to the staff and does the same exercise.  Then to the keyboard.
    
Improvisation:  Students improvise on the rhythm patterns from "In the Hall of the 
            Mountain King,"on keyboard instruments, always ending on "La."

Song:  Ghost of John
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Procedure:  Teacher points out the "La" in "Ghost of John."  Teacher sings the song, points
            to the notes, and instructs the students to sing the "La" every time it occurs.  

            Teacher points out the high "La" and explains, counting from line to space on the 
            staff how the scale goes on in both directions.  

            "Mock canon":  Teacher divides class into four teams.  Team 1 learns the first 
            phrase, Team 2, the second, etc.  Teams sing their phrases one at a time in sequence.
            Add accompaniment.  

            Students sing in "mock canon":  Team 1 sings its phrase over and over again. Team 
            2 begins after first statement by Team 1, and sings its phrase repeatedly.  Team 3 
            begins after Team 2 has sung its phrase once; Team 4 begins after Team 3 has sung 
            its phrase once.  Teacher "cuts off" the song one team at a time, beginning with 
            Team 1.

Movement:  Circle formation. Take 8 steps in on first phrase, 8 steps out on the second, 
            spin and wave arms to contour of third phrase, grab own arms and shake and shiver 
            on fourth. When very secure, perform song and movement in canon.

BM

SM

Drum
WB
FC

All percussion
 on rapid notes 

^

Closing:  What was our focus note for the day?  "La."
            Students line up marching to "In the Hall of the Mountain King."
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Music Magic--Second Grade
Lesson 12:  Black and Gold

Focus:  Students get rhythm sticks or drums as they enter and sit in a circle.  As they listen 
            to "In the Hall of the Mountain King," the drums play the steady beat while the 
            sticks play the rhythm.  On the half note everyone says, "YAY!"

            Game:  On cue from the teacher, they pass their instruments to the left, sticks playing
            rhythm and drums playing the steady beat.
    
        Coda:  Improvisation (AKA, mass chaos.)

Improvisation:  Students improvise on the rhythm patterns from "In the Hall of the 
            Mountain King,"on keyboard instruments, always ending on La.

            Students sing "Ghost of John," with improvisational interludes of 2 four-beat rhythmic 
            patterns ending on La.  This will be the form of the performance:
                                    Introduction:  2 measures of accompaniment
                                                     A:  Song
                                                     B:  2 measures of improv
                                                    A':  Song in mock canon
                                               Coda:  2 measures of improv ending on"Lawith accomp
                                            

Song:  Ghost of John

Review:  Sing/play/dance to "Ghost of John." First in unison, then in mock canon.
            Third time in true canon, doing the movements in canon also.
            

4-8 selected students may dance during this performance--All together on the unison 
song; in canon on the "mock canon."
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All percussion
 on rapid notes 
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Everything is black and gold,
Black and gold, tonight:
Yellow pumpkins, yellow moon
Yellow candlelight;

Jet-black cats with golden eyes
Shadows black as ink,
Firelight blinking in the dark
With a yellow blink

Black and gold, black and gold
Nothing in between-
When the world turns black and gold
Then it's Halloween!

Rhythmic Reading:  Students keep a steady beat with their fingertips on their thighs 
            while teacher reads the poem 2 lines at a time; students echo.

Black and Gold
by Nancy Byrd Turner

Group composition:  Class determines the rhythm of the first stanza.  Then, in 4 teams,
            students compose one phrase of music, team 1 for the first line, team 2 for the 
            second line, team 3 for the third line, and team 4 for the fourth line.  Students will
            use So, Mi, and La.  The song must start on La and end on La.

            Each team sings their phrase on solfege using handsigns; the class echoes.  When 
            all teams have sung their phrases, the whole class sings 2 phrases at a time; then four. 

            The whole class sings the whole song.

Rhythm writing:   Students use Halloween cards to create rhythms.  "Pumpkin" (ti-ti)  
            "Ghost" (ta)   "Cat" (Ta-ah)
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Closing:  "Turn to your neighbor and tell him what you learned today."
            Students line up marching to "In the Hall of the Mountain King."

Performance:  New song, "Black and Gold"

                    A:  First verse of new song
                    B:  1 measure of created rhythm, both spoken and tapped; repeat
                    A:  Second verse of new song
                    C:  1 measure of created rhythm, tapping while speaking; repeat
                    A:  Third verse of new song
                    D:   1 measure of created rhythm, tapping while speaking; repeat
                    A:   Repeat third verse.
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Music Magic--Second Grade
Lesson 13:  Ding Dong

Focus:  Students enter to find "leaves" on the floor.  The leaves have sixteenth notes, 
            quarter notes, eighth notes, and half notes on them.  Teacher says, "It looks like we
            had a windstorm last night.  There are leaves all over the place."  Teacher asks what
            the students notice about the leaves.  "They have notes on them."  Teacher asks if 
            there are some that they do not recognize.  Hopefully, students will pick out the 
            sixteenth notes.  

            Teacher explains it is a new rhythm:  "Tippy-tippy."  Picks up 4 leaves and places
            them so that the students can see them:  "Ta, ta, tippy-tippy ta."  Students echo and 
            clap.  Teacher divides students into  4 teams.  Each team picks 4 leaves and writes 
            a new rhythm.  The class reads the rhythms around the circle.  Teacher instructs 
            the students to mix up their rhythms.  The class reads the new rhythms around the 
            circle.

Song:  Ding, Dong, Diggy-diggy Dong

Have you seen the autumn leaves?

T

Falling to the ground, lying all around?

Warning us of winter and the frosty cold.

Red and yellow, green and gold,

Orff:
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Cowbell

Interlude:

AX
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Creative Movement:  In their teams, students create movement/dance for each of the 
            phrases.  Teams 1 and 3 may work together as their movement will be the same,
            reflecting the form of the song.

Closing:  "What will you tell your parents that you learned in music class today?"
            Students sing the song as they pick up the leaves and put them in the basket and 
            line up.  

Procedure:  
            Rhythm:  Teacher says the words of the song, one measure at a time.  Students echo 
            and tap the rhythms in their palms.  After echoing, the students "write" the rhythm 
            using the rhythm leaves or Dr. Patti's Reproducible Rhythm Cards.  They then tap
            out the rhythm they wrote, correcting mistakes if necessary.  Continue in the same
            way with the remaining measures. 

            Question:  What is the form of the song?  ABAC

            Notes:  Teacher sings the La.  Teacher signs first measure without singing.  Students
            sing what teacher signs, with handsigns. 
            Second measure, teacher practices the interval Do-So stepping it out on the solfege 
            hopscotch.  Then teacher signs second measure; students sing.
            Teacher signs the last 2 measures, one at a time, and students sing.
            
Performance:  Rondo
                         2 measures introduction (interlude)
                         A:  Sing song
                         B:  Perform rhythm from Team 1*; repeat (with interlude accompaniment)
                         A:  Sing song
                         C:  Perform rhythm from Team 2; repeat (with interlude accompaniment)
                         A:  Sing song
                         D:  Perform rhythm from Team 3; repeat (with interlude accompaniment)
                         A:  Sing song
                         E:  Perform rhythm from Team 4; repeat (with interlude accompaniment)
                         A:  Sing song
                        Coda:  2 measures of Orff accompaniment with one chord all together on the
                                last beat.

    *  Students may use unpitched percussion instruments, body percussion, or creative 
    percussion.
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Music Magic--Second Grade
Lesson 14:  Turkey on a Fencepost

Focus:  Students enter listening to a recording of "Turkey in the Straw."
            http://www.mp3olimp.net/turkey-in-the-straw/
            They dance around to a steady beat.  Teacher asks them to listen for the 
            pattern "tippy-tippy ta," on which the words are "Turkey in the straw."
            Students say,  
                                    "Turkey in the straw, Ha, ha, ha,

                                    Turkey in the hay, Hey, hey, hey!"

            
Movement/Dance:  Students will form two facing lines then follow teachers movements.  
            (Step in 4 counts, out 4 counts, elbow swing partner and return to line in 8 counts, 
            repeat.)

            Variation:  Two line formation, ladies in one, gents in the other. 
            Step in 4 counts, out 4 counts.
            Elbow swing partner in 8 counts. 
            Next 16 counts, head couple sashays (side steps) down the lane (a total of 4 couples 
            will sashay), "peel the banana" head couple turns out and heads to the foot as entire 
            line follows, head couple creates an arch and the lines "thread the needle" and a new 
            head couple is born.

                        

 
 
 
 

 

T
Solfege:  So-Mi-Do in spaces.  
               New note:  Re

            Using the keyboard on Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music Carpet, teacher will place cut-
            out notes on the spaces of the treble clef sings them for the students.  Teacher points
            to the notes in ramdom order and instructs the students to sing whatever she points
            to.  
        
            On hopscotch, teacher asks students to look and see what note is between Do and 
            Mi.  Volunteers hopscotch down the scale, singing only So, Mi, Re, and Do.  
            Low La and So will be featured in a future lesson.  Teacher can point out how the
            notes go below Do and sing them for the students.  

Song:  Turkey on a Fencepost

Procedure:  Teacher instructs students to look at the song and see if they can 
            determine the form.  Are any phrases exactly alike?
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Creativity: Students create more stanzas for the song.  For example,
                      "Turkey on a fencepost, 'Please don't eat me!' ....
                        Goodbye, Suzie Brown-o." 
                            
Americana:  From the Literature, "Over the River and Thru' the Wood."

            Small groups:  Divide students into quartets assigned to first read the rhythm, then 
            sing the solfege.  Teacher monitors groups and helps where needed:

            Full class:  Students read the solfege of song, very slowly, in rhythm, with handsigns 
            in unison.  Teacher sings first phrase; students echo.  Same for second phrase.  Since 
            the third phrase is exactly the same as the first, no need to re-echo.  Everyone sings
            last phrase together, slowly.

            Students echo notes with handsigns, holding their Re handsign high whenever a Re
            occurs.  
            

HD      CB       WB     Gui HD      CB       WB     FC

 BX

SM

AX

AM

Orff:

Turkey on a Fencepost
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Music Magic--Second Grade
Lesson 15:  Jingle Bells

Focus:  Students enter to "Overture" from Tchaikovsky's Nutcracker Suite.  Students are
            instructed to move creatively, but to change their movement with the form of the 
            piece, and to repeat the same movement when a section repeats.
                                    Form:  A  abc
                                                B
                                                A  abc
            
                                    

 
 
 
 

 

T

New word:  Tempo
            Using Dr. Patti's tempo banner, students will arrange movement cards of the 
            Nutcracker that teacher has printed in order of their tempi:
                                March
                                Russian Dance
                                Arabian Dance
                                Chinese Dance
                                Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy

Seasonal song:  Jingle Bells

Orff: Stanza:

Chorus:

BX

AM

Procedure:  Students pound fist on fist in eighth note pattern. Then all play jingle bell
            instruments on a steady beat.

Creativity:  Students work in teams.  They come up with a sequence of winter/holiday
            words.  They arrange the words into a 2 measure chant.  For example:

                                    Holly, mistletoe, pumpkin pie, snow.

            This becomes their ostinato pattern.  First, they tap out the rhythm on their palms.
            Then each team is given a different kind of instrument:  Beaters, shakers, scrapers,
            and drums (although they are technically "beaters.")  Starting with the drums, each
            team plays its ostinato pattern round robin.  Then in "mock canon."  One team
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            Team 1 plays its ostinato pattern.  After one repetition Team 2 joins, then 
            Team 3, then Team 4.  Teams stop in the same order that they started.

Performance:  
                                First verse:  Ostinato 1 two times
                                                      Ostinato 2 two times
                                Chorus:  All ostinati
                                Second verse:  Ostinato 3 two times
                                                          Ostinato 4 two times
                                Chorus:  All ostinati
                                
More creativity:  Write your own verse.  For example:

                    It doesn't snow much here, But we still sing this song. 
                    Its full of so much cheer, We sing it all month long. 
                    Its time to end this verse, with a clever rhyme. 
                    I had better think of something quick, I'm running out of time! -- Reed Hoke            

Movement:  In teams, students will develop movement to go with their ostinati.  Perform
            the song, as above, with ostinati, jingle bells, Orff accompaniment and movement.

Closing:  Students line up to the Overture from the nutcracker according to their team, 
            performing their ostinato patterns with body percussion.
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Music Magic--Second Grade
Lesson 16:  Up on the Housetop

Focus:  Students will enter with "March" from Tchaikowsky's Nutcracker Suite playing.
            Students will do creative movement according to the rhythmic elements. 

Rhythm drill:  Students will march around on the squares of Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music
            Carpet.  Students march around the carpet on the sections with this pattern:  

            When they hear this pattern:

                    ...they stop, look down and see which note they are 
            standing on, and perform those notes according to the following:

                                    Eighth notes:  Patsch
                                    Quarter notes:  Cluck their tongues
                                    Half notes:  Razz their tongues for 2 beats
                                    Whole notes:  "Shhh..." for 4 beats

            Students who land on the rests stand and pulse their empty hands, palms up for the
            appropriate number of beats.

            On the B section (sixteenth notes) they run amok.  Or at least move around the
            room with tiny and fast steps, making sure to be back on the carpet when the 
            A theme begins again.

 
 
 
 

 

T

Seasonal song:  "Up on the Housetop"

Creativity:  Have the students make their own invented sounds during the dotted eighth-
            sixteenth note patterns.  Instruct them, however, that the half notes and whole notes
            need a sound that is going to last for the whole 2 or 4 beats.  
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Orff: SM
AM

BM

AX

Procedure:  Teacher instructs students--in teams-- to look at the words of the first 4 measures:
            Team1, "Up on the housetop reindeer pause"
            Team 3, "Out jumps good old Santa Claus"
            Team 3, "Down through the chimney with lots of toys"
            Team 4, "All for the little ones' Christmas joys"

            1.  Teams read the words, put them in their hands, and determine the rhythm.  They 
            then "write" the rhythm of their line with Dr. Patti's Reproducible Rhythm Cards.

            2.  Students read all of the rhythms all together in sequence.

            3.  Each team is instructed to read and sing the solfege for its line.

    All sing the song. On the chorus part, students can make any kind of percussion sound 
    on the "Ho! Ho! Ho!" part, and any kind of clicking sound on the "Click!  Click!  Click!"

Orff accompaniment:  Play the A section on the stanzas.  Play the B section with the 
    fifth and sixth line.  A section resumes 7th and 8th lines.

Multicultural/seasonal round:  "African Noel"
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3

Procedure:  Introduce, discuss the repeat sign.

            Each team learns one part.  The song is sung in order by each team.  
            The whole class sings the whole song.

            Mock canon:  Team 1 sings its part, and repeats.  Team 2 joins with itsown part 
            after one repetition, etc. until all four parts are singing.  Teacher takes out one
            part at a time, this time beginning with Part 4. Only Team 1 is left singing at the
            end of the piece.

            Dynamics:  Song crescendos continually toward all four parts singing.  Decrescendos
            as parts drop out one at a time. Ends pianissimo.

Orff accompaniment::  Drums only.
            One (low) drum keeps the steady beat.
            Second drum plays the rhythm of the first line,  other drums play the second line,
            third line, and fourth line, etc. and they drop out as the voice part drops out.

Closing:   Singing "Sing Noel," students line up in reverse order, fourth part fist, then the
            third part, then the second part, and the first part last.  Fourth part stops singing upon
            exiting; same with the rest of the parts.
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Music Magic--Second Grade
Lesson 17:  O Tannenbaum

Focus:  Students will enter with "March" from Tchaikowsky's Nutcracker Suite playing.
            Students will do creative movement according to the rhythmic elements as they 
            did in the previous class. Using scarves or ribbons, students will create moves that 
            reflect the rhythm.

New learning:  Voices--Speaking and singing
                                        Choral and solo
                                        Adult and children
                                        Men and women

            Recording:  "Hallelujah!" from Messiah, George Frederick Handel
            Students will listen and answer:  
                    Is this a solo or a choir?
                    Are children singing or adults?
                    Students will identify when men are singing and when women are singing
                    by standing up when the men are singing by themselves and sitting down when
                    women are singing by themselves.
                    
            Second listening:  Students will clap (or use other percussion) to the rhythm of the 
            words every time the they hear the word "Hallelujah!"

 
 
 
 

 

T

Multicultural/Seasonal song:  "O Tannenbaum"--Traditional German carol

Pronunciation:                                                    English:
        Oh, tah-nin-boum,Oh, tah-nin-boum                Oh, Christmas tree, Oh Christmas tree.
        Vee troy zind die-nuh bleh-ter.                          How lovely are your branches!
        Doo groonst neekt nur zur zohm-mer-zite        Not only green when summer glows,
        Nine ouk im Vin-ter vehn ehs schnite.              But in the winter when it snows.
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New concept:  Triple meter
            Teacher will show the conducting pattern for 3/4 meter, bilaterally.  (Down, out, up.)
            Students will conduct with the teacher as the teacher sings the song.

            Teacher pronounces the words; students echo.  
            Teacher addresses the form:  AABA
            Teacher sings one phrase at a time; students echo.  

            Students sing while conducting in three.

            
Orff:

A section:

SG

SM

AM
BM

B section:
BM

SM

FC

Closing:   "What 3 things will you tell your parents you learned in music class today"?
            Students line up with "Hallelujah!" performing the rhythm to the word "hallelujah"
            with body percussion.
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Music Magic--Second Grade
Lesson 18:  Two and Three

Focus:  Students will enter listening to a recording of Leroy Anderson's "Sleigh Ride."  
            Students will move creatively while stepping to the steady beat.  After first listening, 
            teacher will ask their thoughts of the piece.  

            Teacher points out that the music moves in "twos"; it is music that can be marched 
            to.  Teacher instructs students to tap to the steady beat, but change to patsching (or 
            another body percussion) when a new section appears.  

            Teacher then plays a recording of Anderson's "The Waltzing Cat."  Students listen 
            and respond with movement, eyes closed.  Teacher asks them what they heard.
            Some will pick up on the "meow."  Teacher points out that this piece moves in 
            "threes" like "O Tannenbaum."  

 
 
 
 

 

T

Focus Song:  "Bow Wow Wow"

Patriotic song:  "My Country 'Tis of Thee."
            Teacher sings the song for the students, with broken bordun accompaniment, and
            asks if it moves in twos or threes.  Students sing the song, patsching in a 3/4 pattern:
            one time on the left thigh, two times on the right.

Two and three:  Students perform the following poem in duple and in triple meter.

                                    Old King Cole was a merry old soul,
                                    And a merry old soul was he.
                                    He called for his cup, and he called for his bowl,
                                    And he called for his fiddlers three.  

        Two:  Students patsch-clap, patsch-clap while they speak the poem in two.
        Three:  Students patsch-clap-clap, patsch-clap-clap, while speaking it in three.

        Students may use creative percussion or commercial percussion instruments as well.

        Teacher asks how each of them feels, and which one they like best.  Teacher asks for
        individual volunteers to perform both in duple and in triple meter.  Teacher may ask
        for students to suggest other nursery rhymes or poems to perform both in 2 and in 3.
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Closing:   "Tell your neighbor three things you learrned in music class today."
            Students line up singing "My Country 'Tis of Thee," clap-snap-snapping to the 
            steady beat.  Exit with "The Waltzing Cat."

Movement/Game:  Circle formation, students are instructed to face a friend in the circle.  
            Every child needs a partner.  If there are an odd number of students, then the 
            extra student can "dance" with the teacher or play the accompaniment.  
                    Form:  "Bow wow wow"--Stomp 3 times
                                "Who's dog art thou?"--Shake finger at partner three times and then grab
                                    hands.
                                "Little Tommy Tucker's dog"--Students walk around each other 180  so 
                                    that they end up on the opposite side.
                                "Bow wow wow"--Hop, hop, hop, in a half circle; turning 180   and
                                    face a new partner.
         If done correctly, students should reunite with original partner half way around the 
        circle.

        After four repetitions or so, replace the students on the accompaniment instruments 
        so that they may come sing and dance.

Procedure:  Teacher says the words, one line at a time.  Students tap them in their palms 
            and then write them out with Reproducible Rhythm Cards.

            Teacher asks the class to put the posted rhythms in the correct order for the song.
            Teacher may wish to print out the rhythms and cut them apart so that each student
            (or team) can arrange them in the correct order.

            Teacher then signs one line at a time and asks students to sing the solfege.

            Students sing the whole song.  Teacher asks:
                    "Does this song move in twos or threes"?

o

o

SM

AM

BX

Accompanists bounce their mallets in the air on the rests.
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Music Magic--Second Grade
Lesson 19:  Instruments of the Orchestra

Focus:   Students enter to Benjamin Britten's "Young Person's Guide to the Orcchestra,"
            stepping in time to the main theme and finding their place.
            Teacher will show instrument cards as each instrument is featured.  Students will
            name them, then hold up the corresponding instrument puppet.
            Second listening--Students hold up their instrument puppets as they hear various
            instruments.
    
            You Tube has a great video of these performances and the instruments.

Instrument puzzles:  While listening, students, individually or in teams, put together 
            Dr. Patti's Instrument puzzles grouping each instrument with others of its family,
            woodwind, string, or brass.

            Woodwind instruments are made of wood, use wood to make the sound (a reed)
            or they used to be made of wood.

            String instruments have 4 strings and are played with a bow.
    
            Brass instruments are made out of brass and are played by buzzing one's lips in
            a mouthpiece.

            Ask the students to identify 3 percussion instruments in the classroom.  ("Beaters,
            shakers, and scrapers."  
            
            Discuss various kinds of keyboard instruments.

Closing:  Teacher gives the students coloring sheets for the instruments of the orchestra.
            Students line up "playing" each instrument as they hear it in "Young Person's 
            Guide to the Orchestra."
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Music Magic--Second Grade
Lesson 20:  Juan Pirulero

Focus:               Students will enter to Edvard Grieg's "Morning Mood" from Peer Gynt Suite, 
            No. 1.  Students will follow teacher's nonverbal directions to find a space, sit 
            down, and close their eyes while listening.  Students will give subjective 
            descriptions after first listening.  Second listening, students will listen, eyes 
            closed, for musical elements.
                                    What instruments are featured?
                                    Is there repetition?  What do you think the form is?
                                    Is the piece basically loud (loud) or soft (piano) or does it change 
                                with crescendo or decrescendo?
            Students respond correspondingly to the musical elements in their own spaces.

            Students will compare, in their own words, "Morning Mood" to the marches.  Does
            "Morning Mood" move in two or in three?

Multicultural song:  "Juan Pirulero," singing game from Mexico

Two and three:  Students perform the following poem in duple and in triple meter.  
            Teacher asks for volunteers.

                                    Little Miss Muffet sat on a tuffet
                                    Eating her curds and whey;
                                    Along came a spider and sat down beside her
                                    And frightened Miss Muffet away.

        Two:  Students patsch-clap, patsch-clap while they speak the poem in two.
        Three:  Students patsch-clap-clap, patsch-clap-clap, while speaking it in three.

        Students may use creative percussion or commercial percussion instruments as well.

Dynamics bucket:  Students experiment with dynamics while reciting the poem in rhythm.  
            Four students pick a dynamics cards out of the dynamics bucket.  The first phrase
            will be performed according to the dynamics designation on the first card; the  
            second phrase will be performed according to the second card, etc.
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Closing:   Go around the circle round robin and have the students tell what they learned 
            on a steady beat in 3/4 meter.

            Students line up with creative movement to "Morning Mood."

Movement/Game:  Students make a circle.  "Juan Pirulero" stands in the center of the 
            circle and pretends to play an instrument.  At the end of each repetition of the song, 
            "Juan" points to someone and says:  
                                "Y ahora le tocar a tocar al <a musical instrument>."
                                ("And now you pretend to play <a musical instrument>.")
            Focus on one family of instruments at a time, for example, woodwinds.
            The chosen student becomes "Juan," selects the instrument puppet and displays it
            for the class to see.  He then goes to the center of the circle and "plays"said 
            instrument in the middle of the circle during the next repetition of the song.

Procedure:  Teacher tells students to begin a three-beat pattern--for example," patsch-
            snap-snap." Teacher says the words in rhythm, and students echo while keeping 
            the beat.
            Students read the song on solfege, very slowly.  
            Students sing the song while keeping the beat.
            Students perform the song with dynamics according to a card pulled from the 
            dynamics bucket.

FC
Guiro

Accompanists bounce their mallets in the air on the rests.

WB

BM

SM
SG

AM
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Music Magic--Second Grade
Lesson 21:  Carnival of the Animals--1

Focus:  Students enter to the Carnival of the Animals "Introduction/The Lion."  They move
            to the beat and quietly find their spaces by the time it ends.

            Students sing and play to "Juan Pirulero" for 4-6 repetitions.

Listening/Appreciation:  Teacher describes and plays the first seven movements of 
            Carnival.  Teacher introduces each movement with the projected pictures.

            For each movement, teacher asks students 4 things:
                        What is the tempo?  (Allegro, Moderato, Adagio, accelerando)
                        What are the dynamics?  (Loud, soft, both, crescendo, decresendo)
                        Does this piece move in twos or threes?
                        What instrument(s) is/are featured?

            Teacher may use dynamics, tempo cards, and instrument puppets.  Students hold 
            up the appropriate cards for each movement.

            Second listening to each movement:  Students do creative movement.  Teacher asks
            students to identify each movement.

Spin-a-Song:  Teacher will choose one student to give the spinner a spin to choose a 
            previously learned song to sing.

Closing:  Students keep a steady beat with body percussion (for example, patsch-snap-
            snap) and round robin say what they learned today in rhythm.
            Students line up to "Introduction/The Lion."
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Music Magic--Second Grade
Lesson 22:  Carnival of the Animals 2

Focus:   Students enter to the Carnival of the Animals movements studied last time.  
            Students identify each movement.

Listening/Appreciation:  Teacher describes and plays the first seven movements of 
            Carnival.  Teacher introduces each movement with the projected pictures.

            For each movement, teacher asks students 4 things:
                        What is the tempo?  (Allegro, Moderato, Adagio, accelerando)
                        What are the dynamics?  (Loud, soft, both, crescendo, decresendo)
                        Does this piece move in twos or threes?
                        What instrument(s) is/are featured?

            Teacher may use dynamics, tempo cards, and instrument puppets.  Students hold 
            up the appropriate cards for each movement.

            Second listening to each movement:  Students do creative movement.  Teacher asks
            students to identify each movement.

Carnival of the Animals board game:  Students are divided into 6 teams.  Each team sits
            around large game boards of Dr. Patti's Carnival of the Animals game.  Students 
            listen as teacher plays the movements and students decide which movement the 
            teacher is playing.

Spin-a-Song:  If time permits, teacher will choose one student to give the spinner a spin
            to select a previously learned song to sing.

Closing:  Teacher instructs students to turn to a neighbor and describe 3 of the Carnival
            movements that they studied today and tell them which one is their favorite.
            Students line up to "Finale."
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Music Magic--Second Grade
Lesson 23:  Dragon Song

Focus:   Students enter to Chinese music on authentic Chinese instruments.  
            https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zDk8vqr6MjI

Movement/Game:  Students find a space and, with eyes closed, move with the feeling of 
the music. 

            Students try to describe the instruments they are hearing.  How are they the same as             
            western instruments of the orchestra?  How are they different?

Learning:  Much of Chinese Music is pentatonic--that is it uses 5 notes:  
                                D, R, M, S, and L.

Focus Song:  Dragon Song

SM

BM

Gong

Bar Chimes

Recorder

FC
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Procedure:  Students look at notes and chant the rhythm.
            Then they slowly chant the solfege in rhythm, with handsigns.
            What is the form?  Rhythm (AABA)  Pitches (ABCD)
            Students sing the song with accompaniment.

            Performance:      A--Sing song
                                        B--Instrumental interlude.  8 measures
                                                Accompaniment continues except for recorders
                                                Teacher plays melody on recorder or AM
                                                Students improvise on G major pentatonic on glocks and 
                                                        metallophones.  Instruments are set up without C and F
                                                        bars.  Students play eight notes all over the keyboard,
                                                        as they desire.
                                        C--Sing song with all accompaniment, plus all of the instruments 
                                                        playing during the interlude. 

Question:  What words describe this song?  Let them come up with their own
            words.  Examples:  Jumpy, slow, nervous, quiet, relaxing..
                                    

Creativity:  Four teams--Teacher allows each team to spin the zodiac spinner four times.
            They use their four animals--in any order--to create a rhythmic pattern.
            When the rhythm is established, they put their 4 beat rhytmic pattern to pitches,
                using only D-R-M-S-L.  Team 4 must end on Do.

            Put all four parts together, and perform new song using the same accompaniment.

For a program, this could be performed rondo:  
                        Introduction:  Instrumental interlude
                        A:  Dragon song
                        B:  Instrumental interlude
                        A:  Dragon song
                        C:  New song
                        A:  Dragon song 
                        D:  Instrumental interlude plus new song
                        A:  Dragon song
                        Spoken:  Xin Nian Kuai Le! (Pronunciation:  "sing nee-ann koo-why ler") 
                        

   
Closing:  Teacher bids students one at a time, "Xin Nian Kuai Le," and they respond and 
            line up.  Students exit with Chinese music.
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Music Magic--Second Grade
Lesson 24:  "Oh, Won't You Be My Valentine?

Focus:   Students enter to Harry Belafonte singing, "Banana Boat Song."  Arranger:  
            Irving Burgess, "Lord Burgie," calypso king.
            http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PMigXnXMhQ4

            Is this person singing a solo or in a group, or are there both in the song?
            Do you hear a child's voice or an adult's voice?
            Do you hear a man's voice or a woman's voice?
            Do you hear a high voice or low voice?        

New concepts:  Calypso music
            A cappella vs. accompanied

Seasonal calypso-style song:  "Oh, Won't You Be My Valentine?"

Procedure:   Teach song rhythm from the words.
            Teach ostinato patterns for students to transfer to Orff instruments, having the 
            students tap the rhythms on their knees, left and right:
                                    Left:  "Oh, won't you ...
                                    Right:  "..be mine...
                                    Left:  "Please say you...
                                    Right:  ...will."

Rhythm for BX:  "Oh, won't you be mine; please say you will."

Recorder rhythm:   "Oh,  -  -   -  will you be mine?"
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Closing:  Students line up singing "Oh, Won't You Be My Valentine?" one student picking 
            the next to line up, and that student picking the next, etc.
            Exit to "Banana Boat Song."

                        

            Teacher passes out candy hearts.  In small groups students take 4 candy hearts and 
            arrange them into a 4-measure pattern, for example:
                                                
                                                        My angel

                                                        Crazy for you

                                                        Cutie pie

                                                        Be mine

            Perform rondo:          A: Song
                                               B:  Team 1 ostinato, spoken and tapped
                                               A:  Song
                                               C:  Team 2 ostinato, spoken and tapped
                                               A: Song
                                               D:  Team 3 ostinato, spoken and tapped
                                               A:  Song
                                               E:  Team 4 ostinato, spoken and tapped
                                               A:  Song

            Perform a second time and replace the spoken ostinati with performance on various
            percussion instruments.
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Music Magic--Second Grade
Lesson 25:  Angels Watching over Me

Focus:   Students enter to Duke Ellington's "It Don't Mean a Thing."
            http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qDQpZT3GhDg&feature=kp

            With Ella Fitzgerald:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PrVu9WKs498
            http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rG71yD8UUbE&list=RDPrVu9WKs498

            Is this person singing a solo or in a group?
            Do you hear a child's voice or an adult's voice?
            Do you hear a man's voice or a woman's voice?
            Do you hear a high voice or low voice?

New concepts:  Jazz and scat singing
            Students sit in a circle and use nonsense syllables on Do and Mi around the circle to
            a steady beat.

Rhythm focus:  Whole note
            To the teacher's drumbeat, students march on Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music Carpet     
            across the whole notes side.  One at a time, students hop into the square on the first 
            beat, and then bounce their knees for the remaining three counts:   Hop-2-3-4, 
            Hop-2-3-4, etc.

Multicultural song:  "All Night, All Day."  African American spiritual

Chorus:

Stanza:
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Closing:  Students sing one thing they learned in music class today and then scat a few
            syllables to fill up a measure of 4/4 time.  For example:

                        

            Students line up to another Duke Ellington/Ella Fitzgerald song.

Procedure:  Students identify the form of the piece from the rhythm.
                            Chorus:  ABAC
                            Stanza:  DBDC

Recorder:  New notes B and A.
    

Chorus:

BM

SM
AM

Stanza:
SM
AM

BM
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Music Magic--Second Grade
Lesson 26:  Old Brass Wagon

2.  Everybody in, old brass wagon, 
    Everybody out, old brass wagon,
    Everybody in, old brass wagon... 

3.  Swing, oh, swing, old brass wagon... etc.

Focus:   Students enter listening to "Hoe-down" from Aaron Copland's Rodeo.  Students 
            do creative movement, changing directions or moves when a new section occurs.
            Students march around the outer squares of Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music Carpet.              
            When teacher says stop, students stop on a square and perform the note upon which         
            they are standing.    Eighth notes--Patsch 
                                            Quarter notes--Clap
                                            Half notes--Zzzzz
                                            Whole notes--Shhhhh

            Second listening:  Students hold up dynamics cards as the dynamics change.

            Questions:  "Does this piece move in twos or threes?"
                                "What instruments are featured in the A section?" Strings, xylophone,
                                    trumpet--piano, woodblocks, 
                                "What instruments are featured in the B section?"
                                    Trumpet and oboe

Rhythm drill:  New rhythmic pattern:  Ti-tippy.  Teacher instructs students to listen for 
            this pattern in "Hoe-down."                        ("Up-giddy-up")  They may perform the
            pattern on rhythm sticks or body pecussion with the recording when they hear it.
            Teacher dictates rhythm patterns using sixteenth notes and "ti-tippy"with a drum or 
            other percussion instrument.  Students tap the rhythm into their palms, then write it
            with Dr. Patti's Reproducible Rhythm cards.

Focus song:  Old Brass Wagon

4.  Circle to the left, old brass wagon,
    Circle to the right, old brass wagon,
    Circle to the left, old brass wagon...

Students may create their own movements.
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Closing:  Sing to your neighbor 3 things that you learned today in music class.

            Line up singing "Old Brass Wagon" with your own words, such is 
                        "Children wearing blue, line up slowly,"
                        "People born in June, line up slowly..." etc.

Movement/Game:  Students make a circle and join hands.  All sing and perform 
            the movements as described in the song:  "Circle to the left," etc.  On "
            You're the one, my darling,"students honor (bow to) a neighbor.

            Square dancing:  Students divide into quartets.  Hands joined, they circle
            as instructed.  
                --"Everybody in" they raise hands as they walk four beats into the 
                middle of the circle. 
                -- "Everybody out" they lower their hands as they
                walk out four beats.  

                --"Swing oh swing" one couple facing each other goes to the middle,
                they hook elbows, circle, and go back to their spots.  
                On the second "Swing, oh, swing," the other couple goes to middle,
                 hook elbows, circle, and return to places.
                On the third "Swing, oh, swing," they hook elbows with the neighbor
                standing next to them, circle, and go back to their original positions.
                "You're the one..." they honor the one with whom they just circled.
    
Tempo variation:  Perform the song and dance Adagio and Allegro as well as Moderato.

Procedure:  Students identify the form of the piece from the rhythm:  AAAB
            Teacher sings each phrase pointing to the notes as (s)he sings; students echo
            while keeping a steady beat with finger tips on knees.
            Teacher sings 2 phrases at a time; students echo.
            Teacher sings all phrases; students echo.
    

Orff:

AX
BX

AG
SM

Cowbell

Woodblocks

Low drum
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Music Magic--Second Grade
Lesson 27:  Riding in a Buggy

Focus:   Students enter to W. A. Mozart's "Rondo a la Turka."  Students sit and keep a 
            steady beat by tapping fingertips on knee.  Teacher instructs students to close their 
            eyes, and tap their knees to the steady beat every time they hear the A theme.  When 
            they hear a different theme, they tap their heads.

            Second listening: Students are instructed to march around the room.  They listen     
            closely for the rhythm of theme A (which is displayed on the projector) and start 
            dancing every time they hear it.  They are instructed to hold up two fingers in the air                  
            while they are marching when they hear the second rhythm pattern, three for the     
            third, etc.

Teacher asks:  "Does this piece move in twos or threes?"

Rhythm drill:  Teacher introduces "tippy-ti."
            Teacher dictates rhythm patterns using     
            sixteenth notes with a drum or other percussion instrument.  Students tap the 
            rhythm into their palms, then write it with Dr. Patti's Reproducible Rhythm cards.

Focus song:  "Riding in a Buggy."

1.  Trotting in a buggy, Miss Mary Jane... etc.
2.  Walking in a buggy, Miss Mary Jane...
3.  Racing in a buggy, Miss Mary Jane...
4.  Going back home, Miss Mary Jane...  (Tippy-ti)

Allow the students to come up with their own phrases to fit
"Tippy-ti" and "Tippy tippy."

Students experience different tempi:
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Closing:  Sing to your neighbor 3 things that you learned today in music class.
            Line up to "Rondo a la Turka," trotting or galloping or walking.

Movement/Game:  Students team up in threes.  One person is the "horse," the other two
            are "riding in a buggy."  The couple holds to ends of a scarf or ribbon around the
            "horse's" waist.  They "trot"  or "walk" or "race" to the music while singing.

    

Procedure:  Students identify the form of the piece from the rhythm:  ABAC
                Students identify the order of the rhythms from the projected page.

                Teacher helps students "write" the first phrase on the carpet by stepping on the
            correct notes.  First on solfege; then on the staff; then on the keyboard.  Teacher
            asks for volunteers to "write" the second phrase, one student on each:  Solfege 
            hopscotch, keyboard, and staff.  Repeat for third and fourth phrases.

Recorder:  Review B and A.
    

Orff:

AX
BX

AG
SM

Cowbell

Temple blocks*

* May be divided between 2 or 3 students
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Music Magic--Second Grade
Lesson 28:  Go Texan!

Focus:  Students enter to "Hoedown" from Rodeo.  Improvise a square dance.

Texas Songs:  "Texas, our Texas"
            http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UbJC6recwOQ

https://myspace.com/johnnygimble/music/song/cotton-eyed-joe-no-calls-48888224-52573711

A section:

 B section:

Dance:  Cotton-Eyed Joe, form AB

    
            16 counts:  Right leg: bend kick, step-step-step (backwards)
                              Left leg: bend kick, step-step-step (backwards); Repeat 

            16 counts:  Shuffle-step (R-L-R), shuffle-step (L-R-L); (forward) 8 repetitions
                             total

Rhythm review:                  "Texas Towns--a Tongue-Twister"

Corpus Christi, Conroe, Corsicana, Cool
Texarkana, Tyler, Tivoli, and Tool.
Amarillo, Andrews, Alamo, Argyle.
Kingsville, Kerrville, Kendleton, and Kyle

Dictation:  In teams, students "write" the rhythm for one line using Texas rhythm cards.  
                            Team one--first line:  "Corpus Christi, Canyon, Corsicana, Cool"
                            Team two--second line:  "Texarkana, Tyler, Trinidad, and Tool"
                            Team three--third line:  "Amarillo, Austin, Athens and Argyle"
                            Team four--fourth line:  "Krugerville and Kilgore, Kendleton and Kyle"

            First time:  Read their cities in rhythm, in sequence, Team 1, Team 2, Team 3
                Team 4.
            Second time:  Perform the rhythm of their cities using body percussion, in 
                sequence.
            
Composition:  Melody:  Using the notes, D-R-M-S only, create a melody for each rhythm 
                in their teams.  Team 4 MUST end on Do.
            First time:  Sing the solfege in rhythm in sequence, Team 1, Team 2, etc.
            Second time:  Sing the cities on pitch and rhythm in sequence with broken bordun
                accompaniment.
            Third time:  Everyone sings everyone's part.
            Fourth time:  "Mock Canon."  Each team sings its own part over and over again 
                and each team enters one at a time.  After all teams are singing, teams fall out 
                one at a time as directed by teacher.
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Texas song:  "Old Texas"

Temple blocks:

AX
BX

Orff:
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Procedure:  Teacher sings; students echo.  Slow down (ritardando) at the end.

Closing:   Students line up doing "Cotton-eyed Joe" dance.
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Music Magic--Second Grade
Lesson 29:  Tideo

Focus:   Students enter to Scott Joplin's "Maple Leaf Rag,"walking a steady beat and 
            moving creatively, doing a different activity when they hear the music change.  
            Form:  AABBACCDD  

            Scott Joplin was a Texan composer of African descent.  He is famous for a new kind
            of music at the beginning of the 20th century:  Ragtime.  "Maple Leaf Rag" was his 
            first commercially successful composition.

Movement/Game:  Rhythm sticks game in pairs, facing each other sitting cross-legged
            First A section:  Tap sticks together to the steady beat 
            Second  A section:  Tap sticks together over head
            First B section:  Tap sticks in right hand with neighbor's sticks in right hand
            Second B section:  Tap sticks in left hand with neighbors sticks in left hand
            Third A section:  Tap sticks on floor on both sides
            First C section:  Tap twice together, tap twice with neighbor's right hand sticks
                Alternate with tap twice together, tap twice with neighbor's left hand sticks
            Second C section: Tap both sticks on floor on the right; tap both sticks on floor on
                the left 
            First D section:  Tap on floor twice, tap together twice, tap right hand sticks with 
                neighbor, tap left hand sticks with neighbor.  Repeat until end of songs, then 
                shake sticks over head.

            Teacher asks:  "Does this piece move in twos or threes?"
                                    "What instrument is playing?"        
                                    "Is the music allegro, moderato, or adagio?"
                                    "Does it crescendo or decrescendo, or does it stay close to the same                    
                                        loudness throughout?"
                                    "Does it accelerando or ritardando, or does it stay close to the same
                                        tempo throughout?"

Focus song:  "Tideo"
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Closing:  Using the melody "Tideo," Teacher sings "Tell me what you learned today."
            Students respond round robin, "I learned <Tideo> today."  They may repeat 
            someone else's response, but are encouraged to come up with their own.

            Exit to "Maple Leaf Rag."

Procedure:   Students determine form from the rhythm.  AA'BB  (Some versions do not
            repeat the B section.)
            "Where are the sixteenth notes?"

Movement/Game:  Students form two concentric circles of equal number, facing each 
            other. 
            1) Patsch-clap-high five on every "tideo" 
            2) Side step on every "pass..." Circles going in opposite direction, pat-clap-high         
                five a different person each time 
            3) "Jingling Joe"-students join hands with their partner and circle each other until 
            they have changed places--"inside" people will be outside now, and vice versa.                               
            4) "Jingle at the window." (Patsch-patsch-patsch-patsch, clap-clap)    

Orff:

SM
AM

BX

FC
CB

WB
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Music Magic--Second Grade
Lesson 30:  Here Comes a Bluebird

Focus:  Students enter "The Aviary" from Saint-Saens' Carnival of the Animals.  They do
            creative movement to their places.

            Teacher asks:  "What do you hear?"  (Birds, flute, etc.)
            Teacher:  "What instrument do you hear?"  (Flute)
            Teacher:  "Describe the music:  High or low?  Loud or soft?  Fast or slow?"
            
            Plays recording of the bird's theme from "Peter and the Wolf."  
            Teacher:  "Why do you think flutes are often used to represent birds?"

Solfege drill:  Teacher signs each phrase of the song wthout singing.  Students sing while
            signing.

New learning:  "Empty-headed" half notes
            "Bubble gum notes."  Put hands together and pull them apart as if there were a big 
            wad of bubble gum between them:  "Ta-ah."

Rhythm drill:  Marching around the notes on the rug, quarter notes and half notes only. 
            Students step the rhythm, hopping into the half note squares, bouncing a bit at the
            knees on the second beat, saying, "Ta-ah."

Song:  Here Comes a Bluebird
Form:  AB'AB'

          

Orff:

BM
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Movement/Game:  One student is the bluebird, and the rest form a circle, holding hands 
            and keeping them up high.  All sing and walk clockwise while the bluebird weaves
             in and out (under the arms) counter-clockwise. On "Take a little partner," the 
            bluebird takes a partner and they circle counter-clockwise inside the circle. Repeat, 
            but now with two "bluebirds."  The second "bluebird" chooses a partner, and then 
            all three weave in and out, and so on...

Procedure:  Teacher speaks, and students echo the words, tapping the rhythms in their
            palms.   Don't for get to stretch out the half notes ("bubble gum" notes).

            Students determine form of the song.

Multicutural Extension:  (Rote song)  Italian folk-song, C'è una cocca nera  

Where is a black hen?
No, no, no!
I go three times around,
Three times and cannot find it.

You're beautiful, you're beautiful,
You're the most beautiful! 

Translation:

Movement/game:  Students sit in circle and sing the song.  One student is "it."  On the last
            phrase, "it" picks the "most beautiful."  Then there are two "its."  They each pick the
            "most beautiful," etc.  

C'è una cocca nera

Closing:  This game can be used to line the students up to leave.  

Accompaniment:  A and B Sections--Basic broken fifth bordun as with "Bluebird.
                               C section--Improvisation on Orff instruments set up with G pentatonic    

Pronunciation:
Seh_oo-na co-ca neh-rah
No, no, no
Treh vol-teh vah-doh_in-jee-roh
Treh vol-teh nohn lah troh-voh

Too say bel-lah, too say bel-la
Too say lah pyou bel-la
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Music Magic--Second Grade
Lesson 31:  A Tisket, a Tasket

Focus:  Students enter to the first movement, Allegro, from Vivaldi's "Spring" from The 
            Seasons.  Students do an improvised scarf or ribbon dance to the form of the piece.          

            Teacher has spring basket of colored plastic eggs prominently displayed.  Students
            are each given an egg and instructed not to open themyet.  Inside each of the eggs
            is a four-measure rhythm pattern.  Students open their eggs and are instructed to 
            read the rhythm pattern but not to show it to anyone else.  When teacher indicates,
            students tap their rhythms all together 4 times through.  They put their rhythm back 
            in their eggs and put their eggs in the basket.

            Second listening:  As the piece plays again, students walk around room tapping 
            their own rhythms.  They try to find the others who have the same rhythm as they 
            do.  When they do, they keep tapping, but group together with those who have the 
            same rhythm.  Students should form 6 groups.  

            Third listening:  Groups perform their rhythm patterns round robin on various 
            percussion instruments during the performance.

New learning:  Mi - La
            "Follow Me" game.  Students sing as teacher signs 2 or 4 beat patterns,
            emphasizing the interval Mi - La.
            Students hopscotch "Nyah nyah-nyah nyah nyah" (S M L S M) on Dr. Patti's 
            Marvelous Music Carpet.  Then they hop it out on the staff and on the keyboard.
            (Key of C or key of G).

Focus song:  "A-Tisket, a Tasket"

*

* If desired the words 
"my little Easter basket"
may be substituted.

girl____
boy____

her
his

AX

BX

FC
Mar

WB

Orff:
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Closing:  "It" walks around the circle to the steady beat and counts "1-2-3-4" and taps 
            every fourth student on the head.  When they are touched, they line up.  
            Exit to "Spring."

Procedure:   Students determine form.  ABAB 
            Students find the "Mi-La"s in the song.
            Students sing the song after teacher.

            Students listen to recording of Ella Fitzgerald singing it.  Genre:  "Big Band"
            http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xbztUizvDjw&feature=kp

            "How is it different from they way you learned it?"

Movement/Game:  Students sit in circle, eyes closed, hands behind.  "It" holds the 
            basket of eggs and walks around on the outside of the circle to the steady beat and 
            places an egg in the hands of one student.  When the song is over, everyone opens 
            his eyes and sees who got the egg.  The one who got the egg opens it and taps out         
            the rhythm inside.  If he taps it correctly, he becomes "it" and the current "it" joins 
            the circle.  Game continues.

            If the student does not tap the rhythm correctly, he must remain in the circle, and 
            "it" gets another turn.
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Music Magic--Second Grade
Lesson 32:  Scotland's Burning!

Focus:  Students enter to a recording of "Scotland, the Brave."  Follow teacher in a 
            "Highland jig."  Alternating arms curved over head, dancer jumps from one foot to 
            another, and bends the opposite leg, tapping it in front of the first.
            
            Teacher asks:  What is the instrument you are hearing?

            Brief bagpipe history: bagpipes are actually pipes attached to a bag, a special bag 
            that the piper blows into through a "pipe."  He squeezes the bag to push the air out     
            through other pipes.  One pipe always plays the same note.  It is called a "drone."  

            Bagpipes are most often associated with Scotland, but there are many other world 
            cultures that also have a form of bagpipe, including many parts of Europe, the 
            Caucasus region--where the 2014 Winter Olympics took place--in the area of the     
            Persian Gulf, and in North Africa.

New learning:  (Low) So-Do
            Students hop the solfege hopscotch game, but sing only So-Do.
            Teacher shows it to them on the staff.  Asks for volunteers to find 

Focus words:  Fortissimo, crescendo, canon

Focus song:  "Scotland's Burning!"

SX
SM
AX
AM

Low drum

Orff:

BX
BM

Cymbals

*

*  Students may bang every instrument they can find as loudly as they can on these four beats.

*
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Closing:  Students go around the circle and express today's learning in a 4-beat rhythm 
            pattern.  They line up to "Scotland, the Brave."

Procedure:   Students read the rhythm and determine form.  Rhythm:  ABCA
            Teacher introduces fortissimo, and shows how the song crescendos through the first
             three measures.

            Working in teams:  Team one, phrase one; team two, phrase two; etc.  
            Each team learns its own phrase.  Students sing their phrases round robin, in song                 
            order.  
    
Movement/Game:  Teams create a movement for their own phrases.  The second time 
            they sing the song--again round robin--they must do the movements also. Students 
            perform the whole song with movements.

            Mock canon:  Students perform their own phrases and movements and keep on 
            performing them while the other parts enter.

            True canon:  All students sing all phrases and do all of the movements.  Team one 
            begins, followed by team two, and team three, etc.  Perform song 3 times through.
            
            Creativity:  In their teams students, come up with 1 sentence that has something to do with
            fire safety, for example:  "Don't play with matches."  Or, "Stop, drop, and roll."
            They turn these into a rhythmic ostinato pattern, and intersperse them with the song
            to create a rondo form, for example:

                                                Song
                                                    "Don't play with matches,
                                                      Don't play with matches."
                                                Song
                                                    "Never smoke!
                                                    Never smoke!"
                                                Song...... etc.
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Music Magic--Second Grade
Lesson 33:  Paw-paw Patch

Focus:   Students enter to bluegrass recording:
            http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iy_CZDtIuz0
            
            Bluegrass music is an American born genre of music.  Bluegrass came from the 
            area of the Appalachian mountains.  Some of the instruments used in bluegrass:
    
                            Banjo, "fiddle," dulcimer, mandolin. string bass

            Students keep a steady beat, clap, dance, move creatively.

Movement/Game:  Circle dance:
                                8 beats to the left
                                8 beats to the right
                                4 beats in
                                4 beats out

            Square dance:  In quartets.  Teacher makes call (8 counts each)s:
                                Circle left
                                Circle right 
                                Into the middle
                                Go back home
        
                                Honor your partner (Opposites step up and bow to each other, one 
                                    couple at a time)
                                Swing your partner (Opposites lock elbows and go around each other,
                                    one couple at a time)
                                Honor your corner (Adjacent couples bow to each other; then they turn
                                    and bow to the person on the other side)
                                Swing your corner (Adjacent couples lock arms and circle each other;
                                    then with the person on the other side)  Etc.
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Orff:

SM
AM

BX

CB
Rat

WB

Focus song:  "Paw-paw Patch"

Chorus:

Chorus:

Stanza:

CB
Rat

WB
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Procedure:  What is the form of the song?  

            Students tap rhythm in their palms after teacher says the words.  They write out the
            rhythm with Dr. Patti's Reproducible Rhythm Cards.

            Performance:  Sing song, add accompaniment.  Two measure accompaniment 
                        interlude between stanzas.  Teacher may want to play the following on the 
                        recorder during the interlude:
        

More stanzas:              Where, oh, where is my little Johnny?  etc...
                                    What you going to do with all those paw-paws?  etc...
                                    Smush them, smash them, make them into jelly.  etc...

Creativity:  Students make up their own verses, and act out each stanza while singing.

ABAC

Recorder:  (Chorus only)  New note G

Movement/dance:  Boys and girls in separate, facing lines. 
            1st verse and chorus, starting with the first or "head" couple, couples join hands and 
                    skip sideways one at a time between the lines then around  until "home."  
                    All clap hands.  If more time is needed repeat first verse.
            2nd verse and chorus:  Head girl skips around the boys and all girls follow until home. 
                    Repeat if necessary.
            3rd verse and chorus:   Head boy skips around the girls and all boys follow until         
                    "home."
            4th verse and chorus:  Start "peel the banana" by walking down and outside of
                    respective lines, lines follow, head girl and bow meet at foot, form arch with
                    arms.  The rest of the couples go through arch and make new arches for the 
                    remaining couples to go through.
                    Repeat song and dance as often as desired.
  

Closing:  Students line up from the dance by "peeling the banana" to bluegrass music.
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Music Magic--Second Grade
Lesson 34:  Babylon is Falling

Focus:   Students enter, get their recorders, go to their places and practice B, A, and G.

Absolute pitches:  Teacher steps on the staff on Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music Carpet.      
            Students will sing the names of the notes that the teacher steps on.  (B, A, and G 
            only).

Relating solfege to absolute pitches:  Teacher will handsign Do, Re, or Mi, and students 
            will play those notes on their recorders. (B, A, or G--Key of G)

Song 1:  "Babylon is Falling"
            Before playing, students finger their recorders while singing.  They repeat this 
            several times until they are comfortable with the rhythm and moving from one 
            note to the other
A:

B:

1.  

BX

AM2.  Thunder roll and lightning flash...
    Walls a'tumbling with a crash.

3.  Brother, sister, take my hand..
    Better get out while you can!

Call:

Response:

Call:

Response:
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Performance:        A  Sing song with accompaniment.
                                B  Small group or solo sings the "call"; everyone sings the response.
                                A  Play song on recorders with accompaniment.
                                B  Small group or solo sings the "call"; recorders play the response.
                                A  Sing and play song on recorders with accompaniment.
                                B  Small group or solo sings the "call"; sing and play the response.
                                A  Play song on recorders with accompaniment.
                                Coda
            

Coda:
Voice/
recorder

AM

BX

Closing:   Round robin, students sing what they learned in music class.  
            They line up after they have sung.

Improvisation:  During the B section in lieu of the call, one student at a time may
            improvise on his recorder for 8 beats on B, A, and G.  The response remains the 
            same.  
            
            Those who are not improvising should listen politely.  At the end all soloists stand, 
            take a bow and are applauded.  The performers exhibit proper performance etiquette
            and the listeners exhibit proper audience etiquette.

Extension, Song 2:  Play "Riding in a Buggy" on recorders
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Music Magic--Second Grade
Lesson 35:  Dry Bones

Focus:   Students enter to "Fossils" from Carnival of the Animals."  They are handed 
            rhythm sticks.  They tap the steady beat as they listen.

            Students listen for:  1.  What instrument is featured?  Xylophone
                                            2.  What is the overall form?  ABA  
                                            3.  What is the A theme?
            Students tap out the rhythm of the A theme in their hands.  In small groups, see who         
            will be the first to determine the rhythm.

            Students tap out the rhythm on their sticks:

            While listening, the students tap out the rhythm of the A theme round robin 
            whenever it occurs:  First 
            student taps the first measure, second student taps the second, etc., fortissimo.  
            Repeat when the music repeats the A theme.

            During the B section, all sticks play a steady beat, pianissimo:  Two beats on the 
            floor in front of them, two beats tapped together.  Instruct the next student in line to
            play the A theme to be ready.

Focus Song:  "Dry Bones"--African American song

The foot bone's connected to the ankle bone,
The ankle bone's connected to the leg bone,
The leg bone's connected to the knee bone,
The knee bone's connected to the thigh bone,
The thigh bone's connected to the hip bone,
The hip bone's connected to the back bone,
The back bone's connected to the shoulder bone,
The shoulder bone's connected to the neck bone,
The neck bone's connected to the head bone.

2.  Them bones, them bones gonna walk around...
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Procedure:  Students look at notes and chant the rhythm.
                A--Sing song
                A--Play recorders
                B--"The ankle bone's connected..." etc
                A--Sing second verse and play recorders

   

Orff: A section:

B section:  "The foot bone's connected to..."  etc.

A:  "Them bones gonna walk around."

AX
BX

SX
AX

BX

SX
AX

BX

AM

CB

WB
Drum

CB
Rat

WB
Drum

WB
Drum

CB
Rat
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Procedure:  Students look at notes and chant the rhythm.
                A--Sing song
                A--Play recorders
                B--"The ankle bone's connected..." etc
                A--Sing second verse and play recorders.

Closing:  Students line up to "Fossils" performing either the A theme or the steady beat 
            of the B section with body percussion.
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Music Magic--Second Grade
Lesson 36:  Patriotic

Focus:   Students enter to "Stars and Stripes Forever."  They march in patterns:

                Double line:  They all march to the left.  When they march as far as they can, one     
                    partner goes one way and one marches the other back in the opposite directly. 
                    They turn again and meet each other and march in the original directly.  They     
                    can do this as often as desired.
                First variation:  When the head couple gets to the end they both turn and march 
                    to the same side.  Secound couple marches to the opposite side.  They circle         
                    and the couples meet each other at the other end on the next turn, and they 
                    come marching down 4 at a time.  When they reach the far end, they split up
                    again, head couple going left, and second couple going right.  When they get to 
                    the far end, they second couple demures to the first and so forth down the line 
                    until all are back in their original 2 lines again.
                Second variation:  Making bridges.  Head couple marches to end and split up, one 
                    going one way and one the other.  When they reach the far end, and meet up 
                    again, they make a bridge with their arms.  The second couple goes under their 
                    bridge and makes their own bridge.  Then the third couple goes under both 
                    bridges of the first two couples, etc.  When the rest of the couple have passed 
                    under, the head couple then passes under all of the bridges and splits up at the 
                    end and goes around on the outside again.  The rest of the couples follow.
                Third variation:  This one is a bit tricky.  Head couples separate again, and march
                    around on the outside.  When they meet, instead of standing side by side, they
                    reach out and grasp right hands to right hands and walk past them, reaching out 
                    with their left hands to the next person, and then right, and left, etc., sort of like 
                    a "do-si-do."   When the head couples have passed everyone in the other half of 
                    the line they march around and come back together again as a couple marching 
                    down the middle of the room.
                
Song 1: "America."  From Lesson 18 
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Orff:

Song 2:  "Yankee Doodle"

Chorus:

AX

1.
2.

Recorder interlude:  Played between verses with last 2 measures of B section accomp.

BM

BX

SM

Stanza:

Chorus:
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Song 3:  "You're a Grand Old Flag"--George M. Cohan

Closing:  Students march to "Stars and Stripes Forever" and line up.




